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SCBWI-L.A. Regional News
ENERGY! That’s what we’re feeling coming off a magnificent
summer and heading into fall.
For those of you who couldn’t make the SCBWI Summer Conference,
catch lots of juicy tidbits (and blackmail-worthy photos) on the new
and improved website, www.scbwi.org. Comment on blog threads,
check out upcoming contest dates, look for the fabulous “edited by”
info and other really great tools to help you do what you do. Coming
soon are things like illustrator galleries and … ta da … a speaker’s
bureau for PAL members (so update your profiles, everybody!).
Eventually, you PAL members will be able to download a short teaser
of your school presentation, so start getting ready to book more
events! There will even be an RA blog — just be patient with your
technically archaic RAs!! You’ll be able to find events on both the main
site and our tri-region site, but for all the scrumptious offerings, stay
up to date with www.scbwisocal.org.
Speaking of juicy offerings, how fabulous was it to have Arthur Levine
from Arthur A. Levine Books and Martha Mihalick from Greenwillow
at the Working Writers Retreat? I know most of us feel as if we plugged
in somewhere and are charged for the next months of revision and new
work.
Be sure to check this issue for news about our upcoming creativitycharging field trip to the Queen Mary and about Illustrator’s Day,
which you won’t want to miss. As many writers said after illustrators’
breakout sessions at the Summer Conference, “I should be listening to
illustrators’ talks more often!”
So, whether you join a critique group, come to a schmooze, a bigger
event, or simply browse the website, connect — we’re glad you’re
here!
A big shout-out to all of our volunteers — we simply cannot do this
without you!!
Claudia & Edie

Regional Advisor Chairperson: Cheryl Zach
RA Chair Assistant: Pat Wolfe
Int’l Regional Advisor Chair: Erzsi Deak
Illustrator Coordinator:
Priscilla Burris
E-mail: burrisdraw@sbcglobal.net
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Orange County/Inland Empire News
Greetings from Francesca
(Q is busy setting up her
daughter’s dorm room)!
Have you ever wondered how
other authors/illustrators do it
all? I picked the brains of three
local SCBWI Orange County
members. Here is the inside
scoop on their success:
NewYork Times
bestselling
author of The
Immortal Series,
Alyson Noel

www.alysonnoel.com

Q. Alyson what are you
currently working on?
I’m working on three different
book projects: the fourth book
in my Immortal Series; a middle
grade spin-off series starring
Riley (Ever’s ghostly sister); and
a vampire-themed short story for
the Kisses From Hell collection.
Q. How do you pick which
project to work on?
Since I have something due every
three months over the next two
years, I work on one project at
a time — whichever is due first.
That deadline is blazing in my
head and it keeps me on track. I
like to be professional and hate to
be late on a deadline.
Q. Do you ever
procrastinate?
That’s a tough one. I have to
give myself assignments and try
not to get bogged down with
distractions. I do waste time
3

checking my e-mails, Facebook,
Bulletin Board, blogs, etc., but I
keep telling myself that it’s just
part of the business. However,
when I have an unnatural desire
to reorganize my closet or put
my shoes in order by color, then I
know that I’m procrastinating.
Q. What does your workday
look like?
I begin around 7:30 a.m. by
reading the previous chapter that
I’ve written. Sometimes it may
take two to capture the feel of
the voice that I’m looking for. I
write ten pages a day, excessively
revising as I go along. If I’m
unable to do ten, I’ll make it
up the next day. I love what I’m
doing. It doesn’t feel like work, I
get so pulled into the story that
I lose track of time and before I
know it, it’s 7:00 p.m.

“Hang in there.
You need to build a thick
skin in this business.”
Q. What do you do with any
new ideas that may pop into
your head?
I’ve learned to write them down
before I forget them. I keep a file
of ideas.
Q. What’s the most
important piece of advice
you’d like to share?
Hang in there. It took me fifteen
years to write my first novel and
I’ve faced a lot of rejection. I still
deal with rejection by reviewers,
Hollywood etc.You need to build
a thick skin in this business.
(continued next page)
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… Orange county/inland empire news
Award-winning
author/
illustrator
Steve
Bjorkman,
who has
illustrated over
eighty books,
including Silly
Street by comic Jeff Foxwothy.
www.stevebjorkman.com

Q. Steve, since you work
full-time in a studio on a
greeting card line how do
you carve out writing time
at home now that you are
writing?
I’ve spent my recent vacation
writing. Working at home is so
different from working in the
studio. After working all day, I
still have energy to write. I’ve
finished two picture books and
I’m currently working on a
middle grade and a couple of
chapter books.
Q. When you work at home
do you get distracted?
Oh yes, it can be a problem.
There are many things that need
to be done at home. But you
can’t use that as an excuse not to
meet a deadline that you’ve set
for yourself.
Q. Now that you
are writing, can you
recommend any good books
on writing?
Ray Bradbury’s book Zen in the
Art ofWriting was really helpful.
Q. Any last tips to share?
Do not wait for the muse
to hit. It’s all part of being a
professional.
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Meet Author/
Illustrator
Marilyn
Scott-Waters
and creator of
The Toymaker:

www.thetoymaker.com

Q. Marilyn, what are you
working on?
I’m working on seven books.
Two for Sterling, The Toymaker’s
Christmas, to be released Fall 2010
and another Toymaker book for
Spring 2011 with a Victorian Toys
theme. I’m also working on a
Haunted Histories Series for Henry
Holt with fellow creator J.H.
Everett.
Q. How do you decide
which project to work on?
A lot of it involves “Hurry up
and Wait.” While I’m waiting on
the cover to be approved on one
project I may be working on the
inside art for another or writing
with co-creator J. H. Everett.
He writes the historical part of
our series; we then get together
and brainstorm. Making each
sentence zippy and clear. It takes
a lot of trimming to say it in ten
words or less. There is no sitting
around for us. We recently went
to UCI to research images online
for historic accuracy. UCI library
is one of the largest in the world
and it’s open to the public.
Q. Any suggestions for
procrastinators?
Treat your work with respect.
Give it the space and time it
deserves. It’s your job. I push the
“Mommy Mute” button and only
the cat box can stop my progress.
Everything else that needs to
4

be done around the house I can
ignore. People have been writing
stories with four kids in tow and
laundry to be done. There is no
waiting around for the muse to
strike.

“Treat your work
with respect. Give it
the space and time it
deserves. It’s your job.”
— Marilyn Scott-Waters

Thank you Alyson, Steve, and
Marilyn for your awesome tips.
A few additional suggestions
put together by author Lori
Polydoros and myself are:
Sometimes you need to get
out of the house and away
from the Internet to write. Do
the J.K. Rowling coffee shop
thing. Sometimes you just need
a different view. Speaking of
which: Keep your eye out for
the November registration for
our Annual Spring Retreat at
the elegant South Coast Winery
Resort & Spa. Mark your
calendar for March 26-28, 2010.
For early registration and retreat
details go to: www.scbwisocal.org
and click on Orange.
We’d like to shout out a big
thank you to all of our amazing
volunteers. We appreciate you all
for sharing your time and talents
with us. Without you it could not
be done!
Cheers,
Francesca Rusackas
and Q. L. Pearce
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Ventura/Santa Barbara SCBWI

Writers’
Day ‘09

Saturday, October 24
9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Doors open at 8:00 a.m.
California Lutheran University,
Preus-Brandt Forum
60 W. Olsen Road, Thousand Oaks,
CA 91360

featuring
Suzy Capozzi

Editor,
Random House

Marilyn Mark

Editor,
Marshall Cavendish

Mark Von Bargen Simms Taback

Director of Children’s
Sales,
Macmillan

Caldecott
Award-winning
Author/Illustrator

Spotlight authors:
Thalia Chaltas, Denise Doyen,
Kathryn Fitzmaurice, Sharon Lovejoy,
Michelle Markel
Joseph Had a Little Overcoat, Viking, 1999
by Simms Taback

To Register, go to www.scbwisocal.org
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Ventura/Santa Barbara Regional News
Rich Experience for
Grant Winners
The winners of our 2009 annual
grant competition were Anna
Boydston of Ojai and Jane Hulse
of Ventura. Judged on the quality
of their submissions, these two
local members attended the
Summer SCBWI conference with
all expenses paid. Watch for the
next grant round in the winter of
2010 at www.scbwisocal.org.

Critiquenics =
Rx for Stories
Need objective feedback on your
work-in-progress? Come to any
of our free Critiquenics.
Feb. 6, 2010: Ventura
May 1, 2010: Santa Barbara
May 22, 2010: Bakersfield

Techno-Intro to Virtual School Visits
by Chris Eboch
My technical skills are mediocre,
so I understand how intimidated
many people feel by new
technology. But when a school
wanted to arrange an online chat
about my Mayan historical novel,
The Well of Sacrifice, I took a deep
breath and agreed.
I borrowed a friend’s set up,
and in a practice session quickly
learned how to connect to the
school. We could hear and see
each other through the computer
video cameras. A small window
on my computer showed me what
I looked like on camera.
The school “called” me on the
computer 15 minutes before
the talk. They showed me on a
large screen in their auditorium.
I could see the room, and the
kids or teachers came up to the
video camera/microphone to ask
questions. I found the process
simple and straightforward — so
much so that I set up my own
system for the next visit.
Want to try it? Here’s how it
works.

You will need:

Some of the attendees at our recent Bakersfield
Critiquenic: Lynn Becker, Dawn Baertlein, and
Rebecca Langston-George.

Kite Tales

• Camera
I use a Logitech Quickcam, about
$25. Place the camera slightly
above eye level, such as on top
of your monitor. If you have a
flat screen monitor, you’ll want
a clip-on version, whereas with
a flat top monitor you’ll need a
standing camera.
6

Reach your readers
through your computer.
The whole world awaits!
• Microphone
Your camera has one, but a
separate mic provides clearer
sound. A headset mic ($5-25)
allows you to move your head,
but looks funny. Consider a throat
mic ($40-50), which is convenient
and nearly invisible.
• Chat software
Skype, the most commonly used,
downloads for free and allows free
video calls to anyone on Skype.
Follow the simple tutorial to add
contacts, make calls, and more.You
can even videotape yourself through
your own camera as you practice
your talk. One warning — Skype
can slow or crash your other
programs, so close unneeded
programs when using it. Click on
Tools/Options and uncheck “Start
Skype when I start Windows” so
it won’t always be on. You can
also Google “skype admin” for
instructions on how to limit Skype’s
invasion of your computer.
Other chat programs are Adobe
Acrobat Connect and iChat for
Macs.You and the school must use
the same chat software.
•

fast, reliable
computer
& Internet
connection.
(continued next page)
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… ventura/santa barbara news
(Virtual SchoolVisits continued)

Challenges:
virtual visit
resources
Skype: www.skype.com
Skype for Dummies
by Loren Abdulezer,
Susan Abdulezer, Howard
Dammond, Niklas Zennström
Adobe Acrobat Connect:
www.adobe.com/products/
acrobatconnect

iChat:

www.apple.com/macosx/features/
ichat.html

Guide to microphones:

www.the-microphone-guide.com/

O’Neill, Alexis. “Virtual
School Visits.” SCBWI Bulletin
September/October 2009.
Messner, Kate. “Met Any
Good Authors Lately?
Classroom Visits Can Happen
Via Skype.” School Library
Journal, August 2009.
Williams, Mark London. “Big
Skype Country.” SCBWI Bulletin
July/August 2009.
Also, for a free listing to
promote your availability to do
virtual school visits for K-12
readers, go to the Skype an
Author Network at
http://skypeanauthor.wetpaint.
com/

Kite Tales

Study your appearance on camera
(a small box shows you yourself).
Check for distractions in the view
behind you, such as doorways,
bookshelves or artwork. You may
want to move your computer, or
hang a backdrop screen.
Different types of lights (tungsten,
halogen, sunlight) have different
colors, so use only one type. You
can then adjust the white balance
through Skype’s Options menu.
You have to keep still to stay on
camera. Practice, and be dramatic
with your gestures and expressions
so you’re not just a talking head.
(As an advanced option, someone
can film you with a digital camera
hooked into your computer.)
It’s harder to be interactive, so
send material in advance — props,
giveaways, or anything that will
keep kids involved in your talk.
Sign and mail bookplates for book
sales.
Know the technology. Do a test
run ahead of time. On chat day,
connect 15 minutes early. It helps
if the school has a technical wizard
for troubleshooting.

Advanced Options:

• Slideshow
Skype lets you switch to a
slideshow. Try this when you want
to show illustrations, rather than
holding pictures in front of the
camera. Explore Skype’s options
under Tools/Extras/Get Extras,
or study Skype for Dummies.
• Two Screens
If the school has two screens,
kids can see you on one, while
the other shows your website
or a PowerPoint you send to the
teacher in advance.
The process seems like a lot at
first, but practice with a friend
who is interested in starting
school visits too. After a couple
of trial runs, you’ll feel confident
reaching out to your readers
through your computer. The
whole world awaits!

Chris Eboch is the author of
Haunted, a spooky series for ages
8-12, including The Ghosts on
the Stairs and The Phantom Pilot.
www.ChrisEboch.com

It’s hard to hear kids when they
speak from their seats. Ask the
teacher to pass a microphone,
or have the kids step up to the
camera.
When the microphone is on, kids
can hear everything. Turn away
from the mic if you need to cough
or blow your nose.
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… ventura/santa barbara news

Save the Dates!
For registration details, go to www.scbwisocal.org

BOOK TALK ONLINE
Book Talk is a monthly book
discussion group taking place
on the Ventura/Santa Barbara/
San Luis Obispo/Kern SCBWI
listserv. Discussions begin on the
first of each month, facilitated
by Lynn Becker (lynnb@mac.com).
Readers may join anytime during
the month with comments or
questions about the featured
book. Book Talk is open to all
members of Southern California
SCBWI who are signed up for the
regional listserv.
To become a member of
the listserv, go to:

Oct. 24 2009
V/SB Writers’ Day

California Lutheran University, Thousand Oaks
9:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Nov. 7 2009
Workshop:
“Tips and Tricks to Hook an Agent”
Bakersfield
9:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Dec. 5 2009
Workshop:
“The Arc: Not Your Mother’s Parabola”
Goleta
9:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
SCBWI-CCal/

NOVEMBER:
Graceling
by Kristin Cashore
DECEMBER:
Home of the Brave
by Katherine Applegate
JANUARY:
AVisitor for Bear
by Bonnie Becker and
Kady MacDonald Denton
FEBRUARY:
The Adoration of Jenna Fox
by Mary E. Pearson

Ventura/Santa Barbara
Regional News
compiled by Alexis O’Neill –

jAN. 8-10 2010
Retreat:
“Thriving in a Changing Industry: Cyber Tools for
Published Authors & Illustrators”
Santa Barbara
Weekend

Feb. 6 2010
Writing Workshop:
“Picture Books: The Perils,
Pitfalls and Promise”
Ventura
9:00 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

Ventura
1:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Feb. 20 2010
Workshop: “ArchiTEXTURE: A Multi-Faceted Approach
to Building the World of Your Novel”
Bakersfield
9:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

AlexisInCA@aol.com

Kite Tales

Critiquenic
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SCBWI Tri-Region Calendar of Events & Contests
MONTH

DATE

DAY

TYPE

REGION DESCRIPTION

OCTOBER

3

Sat

EVENT

OC/IE

Editor’s Day

18

Sun

EVENT

L.A.

Down the Rabbit Hole

24

Sat

EVENT

V/SB

Writer’s Day

7

Sat

EVENT

L.A.

Illustrator’s Day

7

Sat

EVENT

V/SB

Workshop - Tips & Tricks to Hook an Agent

1

Tues

L.A.

5

Sat

CONTEST
OPENS
EVENT

8-10

FriSun
ThuSun

EVENT

V/SB

Annual Conference Scholarship
(2010 for illustrators)
Workshop The Arc: Not Your Mother’s Parabola
Professional Retreat

EVENT

Int’l

Annual Winter Conference

CONTEST
OPENS
CONTEST
OPENS
CONTEST
OPENS
EVENT

L.A.

Writer’s Day MS Contest

L.A.

Sue Alexander Memorial Scholarship

OC/IE

Spring Retreat MS Contest

V/SB

Workshop - Picture Books: The Perils, Pitfalls,
and Promise
Annual Conference Scholarship Deadline
(2010 for illustrators)
Workshop - ArchiTEXTURE: A Multi-Faceted
Approach to Building the World of Your Novel
Spring Retreat MS Contest Deadline

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

28-31

FEBRUARY

6

Sat

12

Fri

20

Sat

MARCH
TBD

Kite Tales

V/SB

CONTEST L.A.
DEADLINE
EVENT
V/SB
CONTEST OC/IE
DEADLINE
CONTEST L.A.
DEADLINE
EVENT
L.A.
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Writer’s Day MS Contest Deadline
Writer’s Toolbox
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illustrator’s perspective

Introducing L.A. Illustrator’s Day Speakers
by Marci Hersel

my best, I help direct an artist through the process
of their work by offering understanding, encouragement, advice, honesty, excitement, and loads
of jokes.

Chad W. Beckerman
Art Director
Abrams Books for
Young Readers and
Amulet Books

chadwbeckerman.com
http://cwdesigner.blogspot.com/

I am also responsible for the design and direction of
the books from cover to interior — and yes, even
the back cover. I try my best to make the book look
as entertaining as possible so it becomes more enticing for a reader to pick up.
Q: What are some current or future trends
you see happening in the children’s book
market?

B

efore becoming Art director of
Abrams Books for Young Readers and Amulet Books, Chad Beckerman worked for
Greenwillow Books and Scholastic Books. He graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design in
2000 with a BFA in illustration and has designed and
art-directed such books as the bestselling Diary of a
Wimpy Kid series, The Last Apprentice series, and The
Jellybeans. Chad is also an illustrator. His work includes YA covers such as Fell, Scream of theWhitebears,
and Anahita’sWoven Riddle and books such as Frannie
in Pieces (HarperTeen) by Delia Ephron, and Disappearing Act (HarperCollins) by Sid Fleischman.
Q: What are your responsibilities as Art
Director for Abrams Books for Young
Readers and Amulet Books?
I oversee the design, direction, and visual development of books for these two imprints, as well as designing and re-branding the new ABRAMS logo.
I, along with the editors, think about which illustrators out there are doing work that excites us and
offers the correct emotional response to the text.
Once an author and illustrator have been matched
up, I will go over sketches with the illustrator and
offer direction on how to better their work. At

Kite Tales
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Currently, and for the last couple of years, the industry has been trying to figure out what to make
of the graphic novel. I think Captain Underpants and
Diary of aWimpy Kid gave the industry an insight
into how to make the medium profitable as far as
middle-grade fiction goes. With any big success
story you will find a lot of copycats in design and
structure. Usually once an idea has been successful
it’s very hard to copy that idea and make it a success
as well.
However, there are some good things that come
from these trends. The medium is forced to evolve
and better itself by inventing new ways of telling
a story. For example, right now we are seeing an
influx of novels with pictures and even comics to
enhance the story. For a former reluctant reader I
think this is a great trend that will hopefully make
reading more entertaining and act as a bridge to
reading as a whole. I see this trend evolving even
further into more interactive books, ones that enhance the entertainment-side of reading.
Q: What advice can you give illustrators trying to break into the business?
Treat breaking into the business less like a dream
and more like a job with goals and responsibilities.
What I mean by this is if you are serious about becoming an illustrator you have to work at it like
your life depends on it.
(continued next page)
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… ILLUstrator’S PERSPECTIVE
My first goal would be to get a website or blog to
showcase your work. Try not to showcase too many
styles as this might confuse the art director and
make them wonder what style is truly yours. Second, try and do a drawing a day or every other day
to keep yourself focused on your dream as well as
enhance your skills. Think of yourself as an athlete
who needs to work out before they can be at the top
of their game. It’s hard but you’ll look great for the
summer! Third, get yourself out there by any means
possible, mailing cards, e-mails, Facebook, Twitter,
etc., be inventive!
A word to the wise: if you find your way into talking
directly with an editor or art director and they don’t
respond, don’t keep calling or e-mailing, chances are
they are busy. If your work is what they are looking
for they will call.
Fourth, I cannot say this enough, do your research.
Take a trip to your local bookstore or Barnes &
Noble. Take a look at what they are posting up on
their walls and ask yourself, why? What looks like it
is selling? Don’t try to copy what is selling but look
deeper. Is it a book with animals, a book about a single character? How is the book laid out? Who is the
publisher? These details will help you fine-tune your
own art, and your search for the publishing house
that will best match with your work. Lastly, I will
repeat my second piece of advice, draw, draw, draw!
Q: How do you find illustrators for your
projects? Are you open to hiring new talent?
I find illustrators numerous ways. For example:
• Illustrator reps.
• Artists’ websites.
• The Society of Illustrators, Illustrator annuals.
• Illustrator mailers.
• Student portfolio reviews.
• Other illustrator recommendations.
• Searching illustrators’ links to other illustrators.
I am always looking for new talent. One of the rewarding parts of my job is finding new illustrators
and giving them a stage to show off their talents.

Kite Tales
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Erika Howard
Art Representative
Shannon Associates,
www.kidshannon.com

S

hannon Associates has represented
artists, photographers, and writers for over
20 years. In her role as an art representative at the agency, Erika Howard has the pleasure
of working with talented seasoned professionals, as
well as emerging talents. Erika primarily oversees
the Editorial Zone, for the magazine market; and
represents artists for children’s publishing division
Kid Shannon, which includes the educational and
trade markets.
Q: What are your responsibilities as an
agent?
I handle the business-side of the art market and a
number of my responsibilities include:
• Building relationships and reaching out to
current and potential clients.
• Searching for projects and presenting artists for
them.
• Acting as a liaison between the artist and art
director/designer/art buyer etc.
• Managing the progression of art assignments.
• Negotiating contract terms for rights,
scheduling and fees.
• Creating promotional materials and marketing
strategies.
• Providing artists with advice/consultation on
projects/career.
• Maintaining and updating portfolios.
(continued next page)
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Q: How do you discover new talent?
On a daily a basis, we receive a large volume of
portfolios from artists and illustrators desiring representation. From these submissions, there are some
we feel would make a great fit within the group. We
receive recommendations from different colleagues
within the industry, from other artists, and we also
scout ourselves via websites, blogs, published projects, portfolio reviews from artist organizations and
schools, as well as gallery showings.
Q: What do you look for in an artist?
It’s wonderful when artists can be versatile, but have
a signature style that is uniquely their own. Also,
I look for someone who is great with concepts, a
creative problem solver, good communicator, has a
great eye for detail, color, composition; can bring
the essence of a character to life, and has a very
good grasp on being able to tell a story.

“A portfolio that is well crafted … can
capture attention and open doors.”
Q: What advice can you offer illustrators
who are ready to seek representation?

Adam McCauley
Award-Winning
Illustrator
adammccauley.com

A

dam McCauley’s titles include
Mom and Dad are Palindromes by Mark Shulman
(Chronicle Books), and Oh No, Not Ghosts!
by Richard Michelson (Harcourt), which were both
designed by his wife, Cynthia Wigginton. Adam
illustrated Jon Scieszka’s TimeWarp Trio series and the
Gym Shorts series by Betty Hicks. His most recent
picture books are June & August (Abrams), by Vivian
Walsh and The Monsterologist: A Memoir in Rhyme by
Bobbi Katz, which won the 2008 Gold Medal from
the Society of Illustrators. When he’s not drawing,
Adam enjoys cooking, playing drums, and surfing in
the cold Pacific waters.
Q: How did you get into children’s books?
An art director I used to work with, Madeleine
Budnick, who became the head art director at
Chronicle books back in the late 90s, asked me if I
had any ideas for kids’ books (which I didn’t), so she
had me mock up an alphabet book concept.

I think it’s important for an artist to have a good
idea of what their goals are, or at least a sense of
vision about where they’d like their career to go.
This will help lay a foundation for how the artist
and rep can begin working together.
It’s good for artists to be well versed in the industry they’re seeking to become established in. Having this kind of savvy can be a valuable resource,
both for one’s art, as well as the sustainability of
one’s career.

Simultaneously, I was inspired by my friend at one of
his open-mic poetry slams and got an idea. I whipped it
up and sent it along with the ABC dummy to
Chronicle.They passed on the ABC thing but signed me
on for the dummy with no changes! It’s the first and
last book I’ve written: My Friend Chicken.

Have a portfolio ready with only the strongest
pieces. If someone has more than one style, they
should consider whether to combine everything
in one portfolio or have a separate one available.
Either way, when creating the portfolio, it should
be carefully edited to reflect the kind of work
the artist is seeking. Always keep in mind that a
portfolio that is well crafted with great pieces can
capture attention and open doors.

Soon after that I landed a career-changing gig to take
over the young adult series The TimeWarp Trio by the
unstoppable Jon Scieszka. It was very intimidating
because I would be taking over Lane Smith’s spot as
illustrator. I called up Lane and talked to him about
it and got his blessing and dug into it. I ended up
doing eight books, as well as eventually redoing the
entire series’ covers for paperback.
(continued next page)
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… ILLUSTRATOR’S PERSPECTIVE
(Adam McCauley continued)
I began getting a lot more calls for book projects.
Louis Sachar’s ingenious Wayside School series was a
blast, and other picture books got going.
Q: What marketing tools have been most effective for you in furthering your career?
When I was starting out, I used a Xerox machine
and creative hand-made die-cuts to create personal
mailings. It helped me land newspaper work, which
created exposure. In time, I started buying into
sourcebooks and getting into the annuals.
Nowadays however, everything has changed. Sourcebooks are too expensive given many art directors
don’t even like them and throw them away.Younger
generation art directors don’t want 4c cards in
their mailbox — it’s bad for the environment. In
the end, the best promotion one can have is great
work — which will get noticed and get into annuals
and whatnot.

SCBWI-L.A. Appoints
Assistant Regional Advisor
SCBWI-L.A. is proud to announce the
anointment and coronation of the webmistress of www.scbwisocal.org, the one and
only, Sarah Laurenson, as Assistant Regional
Advisor on August 17, 2009.
When Sarah won the Sue Alexander Service
and Encouragement Award in 2008, Sue
Alexander had these words to say of her:
“From the moment she joined SCBWI in
2000, she has given of herself: her time,
her enormous energy, and her considerable
expertise to benefit the members of our
region. A constant promoter of all things
SCBWI-Los Angeles, she never fails to go
beyond the task she’s volunteered to do. She’s
been a part of every event in some way —
from needed physical tasks to making sure
that the information is available to the TriRegions members and all others who go to
our website. It’s a joy to be around her; her
enthusiasm floats around her like a welcoming
cloak and transmits itself to everyone she
comes in contact with.”
Sarah continues to give of herself in accepting
this new position and we would like to wish
her all the best!
Kite Tales
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Q: How do you stay organized balancing so
many projects including everything from
book trailers to the various markets you
provide illustrations for? Do you have help?
I used to have assistants, but not anymore. It’s all a
blur; I just do what I can and try to make it all work.
As I’m an active musician as well, I like to bring that
into my work whenever possible, so book trailers
have been fun. There are gaps in my work schedule
where I try and fit in things like learning a new program or hacking away at a long-term project idea or
whatever. I try and stay disciplined, but I also like to
take breaks in the day and go for a walk or jog or do
some housework.
One of the worst aspects of this business is staying
on top of invoices and dealing with the increasing
mountains of contracts and vendor forms.
Q:Who and what provide inspiration for you?
•
•
•
•

Good design.
Smart solutions.
Personal language that invites the viewer’s
imagination.
Graciousness and kindness and respect.
Fall 2009
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poet’S PERSPECTIVE

Sentences We Love
by Kristine O’Connell George
ev Gallager’s third graders are
B
avid collectors — of sentences! Any time these
eight- and nine-year olds discover an artfully crafted

sentence in their reading, they copy the sentence
into their writer’s notebooks and write the sentence
on a flip chart labeled “Sentences We Love.” The students admire, discuss, and analyze their gems during
a yearlong project that encourages discerning, active
reading and introduces students to tools and techniques that can make their writing more vibrant.
So, what kinds of sentences make it to the finals in
Gallager’s class? Most often, finalists are sentences
and phrases that read like poetry and use elements
from traditional poetry tools: alliteration, assonance,
consonance, onomatopoeia, precise word choice,
metaphor, simile, and metrical rhythm.
Reviewers also delight in discovering sentences to
love. A Horn Book review mentioned the “…wonderful energy and use of language” in Ruler of the
Courtyard. To express how frightened the child in the
story was of that imperious chicken, the author of
the book, Rukhsana Khan, recounts how she deliberately “… changed the sentence rhythms,” using a
staccato rhythm to mimic the short, tight breaths of
someone who is afraid.
Following are a few poetic “tools” writers can use
to create sentences that will have third-graders and
reviewers taking notice.

Sound

In the mountains down South, morning is musical.
Moses, the rooster, wakes us with his cry from the
top of Munson’s rock. My great-grandparents, Big
Ma and Gran Pap, clink about the kitchen, whispering.The screen door swishes open and snaps
closed.

Can you hear the early-morning sounds in the kitchen? This opening to Shutta Crum’s picture book, My
Mountain Song, is infused with atmosphere, thanks to
her use of alliteration and onomatopoeia.
Kite Tales
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Poetry offers prose writers of
all genres many powerful tools.
Additional sound tools include the subtle, yet powerful
plosives, sibilants, and fricatives. (Perhaps these tools
are powerful because they sound like what they are.) So,
what about a blustery plosive for a bully’s name (Powderhorn Dander?) or a fricative with a touch of sibilance (Frigle Zilth?) for a sly villain? In A Poetry Handbook, Mary Oliver introduces mutes, liquids, aspirates, and
the discernible and important differences between a
rock and a stone. (There is a difference!) Attention to the
various sound tools can help writers create text that is a
delight to read aloud.
In the following passage from her Newbery medal
novel, A Single Shard, Linda Sue Park notes that she
chose the “soft ess sounds in describing the vase;
sharp kay sounds to describe the twigs.”
… gentle curves of the vase, its mysterious green
color … sharp angles of the plum twigs, their
blackness stark amid the airy white blossoms.
Although subtle, Park’s meticulous attention to the
sounds of her words amplifies the image she creates
in the reader’s mind.

Metrics and Rhythm

English teachers can strike terror with terms like iambic, anapest, trochee, and dactyl. However, these poetry
tools are as basic as heartbeats and the rhythms of life.
Iambic rhythm (du DUH du DUH — one soft beat,
followed by an accented or hard beat) is an uplifting or
“rising rhythm.” In contrast, the “down beats” or “falling
rhythm” of a trochee — DUM dum DUM dum — convey tension and might add empathy to a sad passage,
a shiver to a spooky paragraph. Reading a work aloud
allows authors to listen to the rhythm of their prose:
Does the rhythm match the mood? Might rewriting the
passage using rhythm add texture and better help the
reader feel what’s happening?
Rhythm and metrics can be devilishly complex, but
an awareness of the difference between rising and
falling rhythms can help writers avoid a mismatch
between the rhythm and the mood of a passage.
(continued next page)
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(SentencesWe Love continued)
Or, as poet Alice Schertle wryly notes in these lines
(written in an anapestic or rising rhythm) from her
poem, “What I Learned in Master Class” —

A Penchant for Poetry
Who better to
inaugurate a brand
new column on poetry
in Kite Tales than
celebrated poet Kristine
O’Connell George?
Winner of no less than
seven national awards,
including the Lee Bennett Hopkins Poetry
Award, the SCBWI Golden Kite Award,
and Myra Cohn Livingston Poetry Awards,
O’Connell George is one of the most
acclaimed voices in contemporary poetry
for children — and she lives right here, in
Southern California! Kite Tales is exceedingly
grateful for the poet’s generous contribution
to this issue, which includes the article  “Poet’s
Perspective — Sentences We Love,” and the
following glittering poem. Thank you, Kris!

Visitor

A spark, a glint,
a glimpse
of pixie tidbit.
Bright flits, brisk zips,
a green-gray blur,
wings, zings, and whirr —
I just heard
a humming of bird.

Discipline

“Discipline,” which may seem daunting, does describe one of the strengths of poetry. There are rules
and structures to learn and practice, techniques to
master. Poetry is a smaller, tighter canvas than prose;
every brush stroke counts. Newbery-medal novelist,
Linda Sue Park, says she “has always been grateful
that I began my writing life with poetry … the years
I spent reading and writing poetry have done my
prose nothing but good.” The talented, multi-genre
author Jane Yolen says, “Writing poetry has certainly
made me a better picture book writer. The need for
the perfect word, the compression of the line, its
lilt and sing-ability all feed into my writing.” Nikki
Grimes, an award-winning novelist and poet, takes
a similar, focused approach. Each time she revises a
draft of a novel, Grimes concentrates on a key element. One revision might tighten what she calls
“lazy language.” In another pass, she might look for
opportunities to weave in metaphor or simile.
Digging around in the “poetic toolbox” for just the
right word or technique to enhance prose can also
be a form of brainstorming, a way of stimulating
creative thinking. Often, by working at “word level” — searching for that precise word choice — poets unconsciously expand their thinking and discover
nuances, new shadings and meaning. The same kinds
of discoveries await prose writers.

from Hummingbird Nest: A Journal of Poems
by Kristine O’Connell George,
illustrated by Barry Moser

Poetry offers prose writers of all genres many powerful tools. Like good seasoning, use them as Shutta
Crum suggests, “sparingly, and at the right moments — openings, endings, transitions, moments of
concentrated emotion.”

www.kristinegeorge.com

May we all write “sentences we love” —
sentences worthy of a third-grader’s admiration.

*For additional poetry resources
related to this article, please visit

Kristine O’Connell George’s poetry collections have received
seven national awards, including SCBWI’s Golden Kite
Award. She also writes sentences.

www.kristinegeorge.com/kitetales

Kite Tales

When using a rhythm that trippingly trots,
stay away from your heavier themes, like dismemberment, death, and decay.
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AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR PERSPECTIVE

Q&A with Award-Winning Author/
Illustrator Tony DiTerlizzi (Part I)
By Vicki Arkoff
Author/illustrator Tony DiTerlizzi is the celebrated Caldecott
Honor artist behind The Spider and
the Fly and the co-creator, with
Holly Black, of the tremendously
successful The Spiderwick Chronicles
and Beyond the Spiderwick Chronicles
series.
A love of bizarre creatures, both
real and imagined, drove DiTerlizzi to sketch as a boy, and to create hand-made books. One was a
field guide to fantastic creatures
based on his insect collection.
Years later, he would return to
this theme in spectacular fashion.
DiTerlizzi’s first freelance assignments included art for “Dungeons
& Dragons” and “Magic: The
Gathering.” Determined to pursue a children’s book career, he
moved from Florida to New York,
and in 2000, published his first
picture book, Jimmy Zangwow’s
Out-of-this-World Moon Pie Adventure. Ted, his favorite, followed
the next year, then The Spider and
the Fly, two Spiderwick series, and
his first solo middle grade novel,
Kenny & the Dragon.
With the final Spiderwick book,
The Wyrm King, scheduled for release this September, DiTerlizzi
has turned his attentions to the
youngest readers with his whimsical Adventures of Meno series cowritten by his number one fan:
wife and manager, Angela DiTerlizzi.

Kite Tales

Q: You’re an accomplished illustrator, author, and collaborator in books, magazines
and games, and you’ve won
a Caldecott along the way.
What do you believe have
been the keys to your success?
I’ve always done what I love.
Whether it’s the subject matter
like faeries and goblins — or the
chance to illuminate an old classic — like The Spider & The Fly, or
Kenny & The Dragon — I’ve chosen projects that really got me
excited. It has to speak to me to
get the best work out of me. I’ve
said “no” to a lot of great projects, with great people, because I
felt the magic wasn’t quite there.
Q: What is your creative
process? How, for instance,
did The Spiderwick Chronicles
come about?
Spiderwick is a little different than
my usual creative process because
of the collaboration with Holly
Black. I originally pitched Spiderwick to the publisher right on the
heels of The Spider & The Fly.To our
delight, we had received stellar
reviews and there was Caldecott
buzz for that picture book. My
fantastic editor at Simon & Schuster, Kevin Lewis, asked, “You’ve
got the publisher’s attention, so
what do you want to do next?”
I showed him a field guide I had
been working on for years based
on an Arthur Rackham-inspired
fellow who was the John James
Audubon of the fey. At that point,
it was simply the story of Arthur
16

The final Spiderwick book:TheWyrm King

Spiderwick and his adventures
while he recorded the faeries.
Kevin wanted that story elaborated on, perhaps even into a series
of books for young readers.
I was excited at how big the project was becoming, but also a bit
terrified. I asked if I could collaborate with an author on the narrative and immediately brought up
Holly’s name. I had met Holly a
couple of years earlier when she
interviewed me about my stint as
an illustrator for Dungeons & Dragons. We became fast friends and
it was obvious that she was well
versed in the faerie folklore. In
fact, she had been helping with
research for my field guide pitch.
S&S took the chance and signed us
both up to create the series — a
big leap from them as Holly had
only released her debut YA novel
at that point, and I’d created three
picture books for them, with Spider & Fly being the most successful.
(continued next page)
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… AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR PERSPECTIVE
Unlike the traditional author/illustrator arrangement, Hol and I
sat together and plotted out the
books. I would start sketching,
and she would offer feedback on
visuals. She would send over the
manuscript and I would suggest
scenes and help with the characterizations. It was a true collaboration — which is why there are
no “written by” and “illustrated by”
credits. The roles had been completely mixed during the creation
process. We both agreed it made
for a better story that neither of us
could have created alone.

Q: How do you avoid the
inevitable power struggle
between co-authors and
editors?
Well, with Spiderwick, it was a
triumvirate between Kevin, Holly, and [me]. So, if we reached a
real impasse creatively, all could
weigh in and a decision could be
made. However, at the end of
the day, Holly still had to write
these books and I still had to illustrate them. So the input was a
suggestion for each of us to consider as we worked. Sometimes

was pregnant with our daughter.
We had a dear friend from New
York whom we had nicknamed
“Meno” and I drew him as a cartoony space elf. I then drew myself
as a near-sighted jellyfish, and Angela as a Strawberry-Shortcakemeets-Rainbow-Bright sprite.
The funny thing was that, because
Meno and company were not from
Earth — except Yamagoo, the jellyfish — we thought they would
speak in a screwy syntax.You know.
Like, “Greetings earthlings. Please
to make acquaintance.”

From Tony DiTerlizzi’s new series for Pre-K readers, Adventures of Meno, co-written with his wife, Angela.

Q: You’ve collaborated with
Holly on two Spiderwick
series, and now with your
wife for Meno. What’s the
collaborative process like
for you?
I like collaborating. Even my solo
projects have a lot of input from
friends and peers. Angela has been
involved in every book I’ve made.
She keeps it real and keeps me
grounded. This can lead to some
seriously heated creative debates.
Holly and I had a few of those during the Spiderwick books. But those
debates force you to defend your
ideas and oftentimes can lead to a
better, more focused, resolution. I
don’t just want someone to tell me
how good an idea is, I want them
to also point out the weaknesses
and help craft a stronger story.
Kite Tales

Q: Your fantasy fans will
likely be surprised that
your newest series is so
bright, cheery, and for such
a young, Pre-K audience.
What inspired Meno?

Anyways, like I said, we were going to self-publish them, but we
brought them into S&S to show
everyone for laughs — and because I had illustrated them in
a very simple, animated style.
Everybody thought they were
hysterical. Strange, but hysterical. Jon Scieszka happened to
be in the offices that day as well
and was cracking up over them.
We realized there was something
there. So here we are, a couple of
years later, and they are about to
be unleashed on the world. Fingers crossed everyone else thinks
they’re as silly and fun as we did.

Meno was originally going to be
a silly book that my wife, Angela,
and I were going to self-publish
and give as gifts. They were created a couple of years back when she

Part II of “Q&A with Award-winning
Author/illustrator Tony DiTerlizzi”
will appear in the next issue of Kite
Tales. Tony DiTerlizzi can be found
online at: www.diterlizzi.com.

Holly used my ideas, sometimes
she didn’t. Sometimes I used her
ideas, sometimes I didn’t. You
have to respect the people you are
working with and keep the book
itself as the highest goal. Simply
put: what the book wants, the
book gets. As creators, we have to
fashion the best books possible for
children’s young imaginations.
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To Market, To Market
by Vicki Arkoff

BOOKS
CALKINS CREEK: 815 Church Street, Honesdale, PA 18431. www.calkinscreekbooks.com Calkins
Creek – an imprint of Boyds Mills Press, the book
publishing arm of Highlights for Children – publishes
American history, historical fiction, and nonfiction
from picture books to novels. “We are not interested
in modern American history post-1960s,” says Editor Carolyn Yoder, who “does not take history lightly.
We are strictly an American history publisher. We
are a very defined market, and because of that we
don’t have a huge slush pile. We are rigorous in our
standards for the books we publish. We stress history and writing.” Writers should have solid research
in both fiction and nonfiction. TIP: The small publisher receives numerous submissions about colonial
America, but few on the late 19th Century or the
post-Depression era. And because this is a fairly new
publishing imprint, their list can use many topics.
Mail queries to Yoder including three sample chapters for novels; complete manuscripts for picture
books. Also, include a detailed bibliography documenting research. Pays royalty. (CW: 7/09)
DIVERSION PRESS: P.O. Box 30277, Clarksville,
TN 37040. www.diversionpress.com A new, small
publisher of children’s books (through YA) in a wide
variety of genres including fiction and nonfiction,
academic and reference, and poetry. Two books
published in 2008, the imprint’s first year in business. Editor-in-Chief Amy Thompson is “open to
children’s books with morals and young adult books
that capture adolescence in a positive way. We are
interested in slice-of-life nonfiction and history.” No
romance, violence, westerns, or sci-fi. Submit short
e-mail query about completed manuscripts only to
the Acquisitions Editor at diversionpress@yahoo.com
Complete submissions guidelines available at website. New and experienced authors are welcome to
submit. Pays royalties, no advance. (CW: 7/09)
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EGMONT USA: 443 Park Ave South, Suite 806,
New York, NY 10016. www.egmontusa.com The largest children’s book publisher to launch in the past
several years, Egmont USA’s goal is “to be a leading USA children’s publisher within five years,” said
Douglas Pocock, Executive Vice President. He and
Publisher Elizabeth Law unveiled their first catalog
this fall. “Our strategy is to buy excellent books
that will sell in stores, libraries, and bookstores and
backlist well,” says Law. “We’re tiny and nimble and
we’re using that to our advantage.” TIP: Writers can
catch Law’s attention with carefully crafted plots.
“I’m very interested in thrillers and high-concept
books – a hook you pitch in one sentence – that are
very good reads.” Editor Regina Griffin seeks middle-grade and young adult novels about deep desire.
“I have a saying about teen fiction for girls: ‘It’s all
about the yearning.’” Editor Greg Ferguson is focusing on books for boys, particularly thrillers and ninja
series. (CW: 7/09)
FLASHLIGHT PRESS: 527 Empire Blvd, Brooklyn,
NY 112225. www.flashlightpress.com Small picture
book publisher specializing in humorous books
about family, friends, and human interaction. Editor Shari Greenspan seeks stories with universal
themes that appeal to ages four to eight. Length:
1,000 words. Do not send attachments. No concept
books, early readers, holiday books, or nonfiction.
E-mail picture book queries only to: editor@flashlightpress.com. At this same e-mail address, illustrators
can submit links to online portfolios and/or lo-res
digital images (no attachments). Usually responds
within 10 working days. (CW: 9/09)
(continued next page)

Abbreviations: A: Agency. CW: Children’sWriter.
P: Publisher. PW: PublishersWeekly.
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LIGHTNING BOLT BOOKS: 241 First Ave. N.,
Minneapolis, MN 55401. www.lernerbooks.com
Lerner Books is marking its 50th year anniversary
with the addition of a new nonfiction line for kindergarten to grade two. The books will be characterized by a large trim size for readability in groups.
The targeted market is schools and libraries, and
the audience is emergent readers. Lighting Bolt
books will have simple sentence structure, photos,
and captions to support text. Back matter includes
activities, maps, diagrams, maps, and glossaries. The
line launched in September with five initial series.
Lerner and its staff, including Editorial Director
Catherine Cresswell and Editor-in-Chief Mary Rodgers, does not accept unsolicited manuscripts, but
does look at nonfiction ideas well-targeted in subject
and age. (CW: 9/09)
PCI EDUCATION: P.O. Box 34270, San Antonio,
TX 78265. www.pcieducation.com PCI Education
publishes instructional materials for a wide range of
students with special needs, including intellectual or
developmental disabilities such as autism. Materials
are also used in English language learner and adult
literacy classes to help students performing below
grade level. The company seeks “unique ideas for
ways to reach struggling learners.” TIP: “A good submission is innovative, has been used successfully in
the classroom, and is based on current research and
best practices,” says Marketing Coordinator Nichole
Horne. Interested writers cannot simply adapt regular education materials, but rather must provide
additional support “to solve the specific needs of
these students.” Mail or e-mail submissions (submissions@pcieducation.com) addressed to the attention of
the Director of Product Marketing. “We welcome
submissions from customers, teachers, parents, and
even students. If you have a product, idea, manuscript, or prototype that you believe would be an
asset to PCI’s product line and benefit students,
please submit it to PCI for review. Payment varies.
(CW: 7/09)

CHEMMATTERS: 1155 16th Ste., NW, Washington,
D.C., 20036. www.acs.org/chemmatters
Patrice Pages, Editor of this magazine to “demystify
everyday chemistry” for high school students, is accepting fun, factual, and timely e-mail queries for
nonfiction articles. “Our audience is high school
chemistry students who may be taking chemistry
for the first time,” Pages says. “We offer many opportunities for new writers with fresh ideas on how
to bring chemistry into everyday topics that relate
to the lives of teenagers.” For instance, an article
on cell phones might deal with the metals involved
in their makeup. TIP: Pages is also interested in
real-world CSI-type stories that involve chemistry
and real people — “especially young people.” Submit queries to: chemmatters@acs.org. Do not submit
textbook-style writing, or articles on the history of
science. Include published clips or writing samples.
Buys all rights. Pays on acceptance, $500-$1,000 per
article. (CW: 9/09)
EAST TEXAS TEEN: 10278 CR 2167, Whitehouse,
TX 75791. www.easttexasteen.com A new regional,
bi-monthly magazine for girls covering beauty,
fashion, and advice for girls. Monthly essays are submitted by local teens for $100 and prizes, and are
featured as cover models. Freelance essay and photo
submissions are welcome to: info@easttexasteen.com
(CW: 9/09)
KNOW: 501-3960 Quadra St., Victoria, BC V8X
4A3 Canada. www.knowmag.ca This science magazine for children is accepting fiction and poetry
submissions, plus résumés from experienced science
writers for nonfiction assignments. TIP: “Scientists
(like children) are curious about the world about
them,” says Managing Editor Adrienne Mason. She
adds that good writers “link a scientists’ experience
to something children can relate to. (They) make
science and scientists cool.” (CW: 9/09)
(continued next page)

Abbreviations: A: Agency. CW: Children’sWriter.
P: Publisher. PW: PublishersWeekly.
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SUSIE: 3741 Bloomington Street #4, Colorado
Springs, CO 80922. www.susiemag.com Susie Shellenberger is the editor of this self-titled new monthly magazine for Christian teen girls ages 13 to 19.
Shellenberger launched Susie following the closure
of Brio magazine, which she founded. Her editorial
purpose is similar: “to lead girls into intimacy with
Christ, guide them in developing healthy relationships, showcase positive entertainment choices,
provide role models, and teach positive self image.”
Submissions are welcome for fiction and nonfiction
stories about overcoming difficulties to become a
better person and contribute to the community and
the world. Susie also has room for crafts, humor,
trivia, quizzes, and more. No payment for the first
year until the magazine is established. (CW: 7/09)

AGENTS
ANDREA BROWN AGENCY: Mary Kole has
joined as an associate agent and is actively building
her author/illustrator client list. Check the agency
website for additional information:
www.andreabrownlit.com Full submission details are
also at the site. Response usually takes 4-8 weeks.
(A: 9/09)
STANFORD J. GREENBURGER ASSOCIATES:
Brenda Bowen, who left HarperCollins in February, signed on as a literary agent at Sanford J. Greenburger Associates. Bowen will represent authors
and illustrators of children’s books for all ages as
well as, in her words, “graphic novelists, animators,
and maybe a surprise element or two.” She says her
client list will “start fairly small and dedicated, and
then we’ll see.” (PW: 5/09)
UPSTART CROW LITERARY: Michael Stearns,
a former editor at HarperCollins Children’s Books,
who recently left his agent position at Firebrand
Literary, has started a new endeavor called Upstart
Crow Literary. www.upstartcrowliterary.com
Chris Richman and Danielle Chiotti, who worked
with Stearns at Firebrand, are joining him in the
new venture. Stearns and Richman will focus exclusively on representing children’s book authors while
Chiotti will handle a range of fiction and nonfiction
authors. (PW: 7/09)

CHANGES
CHRONICLE BOOKS: Josalyn Moran is now
Publishing Director of children’s books. She was
formerly at Scholastic. (CW: 9/09)
DALMATIAN PUBLISHING GROUP: Dalmatian
has closed the Santa Monica offices of its Intervisual
Books and Piggy Toes Press imprints and transferred
its operations to Dalmatian’s Atlanta headquarters.
Dalmatian acquired Intervisual, once renowned for
its pop-up children’s books, in summer 2006 after
the company filed for bankruptcy. The company
had always been based in southern California. (PW:
6/09)
ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY: Founder Steve
Harris purchased the magazine back from Ziff Davis
with plans to relaunch later this year. (CW: 9/09)
HARCOURT RELIGION: Harcourt Religion, including its Catholic school curriculum publications,
has been acquired by Our Sunday Visitor, the largest
Catholic publisher in the U.S. (CW: 9/09)
HIGHLIGHTS: Mary-Alice Moore has been
named to a newly formed position at Highlights,
Inc.: Executive Editor of New Product Development. (CW: 9/09)
IKKI: Primarily targeting teen boys and young men
is this new American online magazine from a Japanese manga publisher. In addition to manga, each
issue of IKKI (which translates as “comics”) contains
a broad range of content in the form of prose commentary, photography, interviews, and feature articles. IKKI COMIX imprint in Japan publishes graphic
novel compilations of the work of its premier artists —Viz Media will soon do the same in North
America. (CW/P: 9/09)
NICKELODEON MAGAZINE: The kids’ humor
and entertainment magazine has announced it will
cease publication late this year. (P: 9/09)
RISING MOON: Editor Theresa Howell has left
Rising Moon and Luna Rising, which was taken over
by Cooper Square. (CW: 9/09)
(continued next page)
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…TO MARKET, TO MARKET
(Changes continued)
SCHOLASTIC: After 30 years, Grace Maccarone, Executive Editor, was laid off along with 11
others in corporate downsizing. (CW: 9/09)

Kite Tales NEEDS YOU —
and your way with words
and/or your skill with design!

SIMON & SCHUSTER: Gretchen Hirsch has
been named Associate Editor at Simon & Schuster
for the Atheneum and McElderry imprints. She
was an associate editor at HarperCollins Children’s
Books, and before that had worked at Harcourt
Children’s Books. (PW: 7/09)

Announcing a contest to design the logo
and draft the tagline for Kite Tales, your
newsletter for the SCBWI Tri-Regions of
California.

TEEN VOICES: Jessica Moore has become Editor
& Publisher. (CW: 9/09)

Submit either a logo design or a tagline
or both by January 1, 2010 to be entered
in the contest. The contest for both logo
and tagline is open to all members of the
SCBWI Tri-Regions of Southern California
regardless of whether you are an illustrator
or an author!

THE MOST: The print music magazine Vibe debuts
a spin-off called The Most! in print (twice a year) and
online. It will cover urban culture, style, and entertainment. (CW: 9/09)
TIME OUT CHICAGO KIDS: Time Out Chicago
is launching this kids’ title for city families with children from toddlers to teens. (CW: 9/09)

The winner/s will have their entries
REPRESENT our newsletter online and in
print, wherever Kite Tales may fly! Winning
entries will be published in the Spring Issue
of Kite Tales, March 1, 2010.
Logo designs should be simple and
representative of Kite Tales. Taglines should
be clever and not exceed ten words.

We do our best to provide current market information,
but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Please verify needs,
names, addresses, etc. before submitting and follow the publisher’s guidelines. Never send original art. It has long been
traditional to include a SASE, however please note that
many major publishers have changed their policy: most no
longer return manuscripts or contact authors/illustrators
unless interested in their submissions.
Vicki Arkoff is a regular contributor to MAD Magazine,
MAD Kids, Girls Life, Nickelodeon, Midwest Book
Review, and HowStuffWorks.com and is an authorized biographer and co-writer for such ’tween & teen
stars as The Cheetah Girls, Jonas Brothers, and High
School Musical cast members. Her books include Sinatra
(DK/Penguin 2007) and the upcoming anthology How
to Deal (Disney-Hyperion). varkoff@yahoo.com

Send your entries in the body of an
e-mail to kitetaleseditor@rillart.com
Let the Games begin and may the finest
design and tagline win! GOOD LUCK!
NOTE: In the event no entries are chosen from
those received by January 1, 2010, Kite Tales
retains the right to extend the contest.
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Bulletin Board
Great News
Diana Barker Price had her submission “Lake
Days” published in the July/August issue of Jack and
Jill Magazine. www.dianabarkerprice.com
Shara Braithwaite won the portfolio mentor
program at the SCBWI Annual Summer Conference
2009.
The Night Olympic Team by Caroline Hatton is in its
second printing! www.carolinehatton.com
Jesse Marie Klausmeier has sold her first picture
book, Open Little Book, to Victoria Rock at Chronicle
Books. Victoria and Jesse met at the 2007 SCBWIL.A. Working Writers Retreat in Encino, CA.
“Hooray! A Day at the Beach” by Dawne Knobbe
was published in the Los Angeles Times on August 16,
2009. www.toetheline.org

Events
Writer2Writer is back!
We are thrilled to announce our Fall/Winter lineup for Writer2Writer. Join us at the Flintridge
Bookstore and Coffeehouse for our monthly chat
with a published author. Programs are normally
scheduled for the first Sunday of the month from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. in our coffeehouse area. No fee to
participate.
Sunday, October 4, 2009, 4 p.m.
Caldecott honoree Marla Frazee will enlighten us
with her talk “Picture Books are Easy! Not.” Signing
of All theWorld, which she illustrated, to follow.
Sunday, November 8, 2009, 4 p.m.
Alexis O’Neill, author of TheWorst Best Friend
and The Recess Queen will talk about: “Playing with
Words!” Signing to follow.
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Sunday, December 6, 2009, 4 p.m.
Andrew Smith, author of in the path of falling
objects and Ghost Medicine will talk about “Keeping it
Real: Voice in YA Fiction for Boys.” Signing of in the
path of falling objects to follow.
Sunday, January 10, 2010, 4 p.m.
Literary agents Jill Corcoran and Kelly Sonnack
will advise us on submissions and first pages. (Note:
this is the second Sunday of the month.)
Sunday, February, 7, 2010, 4 p.m.
Michael Reisman (Simon Bloom:The Gravity Keeper)
and Ben Esch (Sophomore Undercover) will engage
in mischief and practical jokes as they talk about
writing for boys. Signing to follow.
Please contact Catherine Linka at catherineL@
flintridgebooks.com to reserve a seat.

Classes
UCLA Extension Writers’ Program
www.uclaextension.edu/writers

As the largest and most comprehensive universityrelated writing program in the nation, the UCLA
Extension Writers’ Program equips new and
practicing writers with the tools they need to
tell their stories and to seek out publication and
production. UCLA offers more than 500 annual
onsite and online writing courses in writing for the
youth market, as well as fiction, memoir, personal
essay, poetry, playwriting, publishing, feature film,
and television writing.
For more information: (310) 825-9415. To enroll:
(310) 825-9971 or (818) 784-7006.
Upcoming Courses:                        

Writing and Illustrating Picture Books for Children,
Barney Saltzberg, Tues., Sept. 29-Dec. 1, 7-10 p.m.
Writing Picture Books for Children, April Halprin
Wayland, Tues., Oct. 13-Nov. 17, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Writing for Children: A Beginning Workshop,
Paula Yoo, Wed., June 24-Aug. 26, 7-10 p.m.
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illustrator’s gallery

Veronica Walsh:
Now She’s Cookin’
Veronica Walsh has been
making pictures for
as long as she can
remember. As a kid,
she enjoyed illustrating
her school reports,
making posters for events,
or talking teachers into
painting a mural somewhere on
the school property.
This love of picture-making
led to the study of art and
design at California State
University, Long Beach, where
she received a BFA in Visual
Communication Design.
After college, she used her drawing and painting
skills to articulate all kinds of things, including
gift products, fabric designs, jewelry, menus, ads,
websites, and packaging. Meanwhile, her secret
ambition to become a children’s book illustrator sat
on the back burner.
Well, simmer no more. The heat has been turned
up, and through many enlightening SCBWI
workshops, more college art courses, critique
groups and fellow schmoozers, her portfolio is
cooking up in a tasty way.

Veronica uses a combination of hand-drawing and
digital painting to create her illustrations. After
many sketches, she makes and scans a final drawing.
Next, she adds color, using less than five of the
zillion textured paintbrushes supplied in Photoshop.
“I like using Photoshop because I can organize color
by putting each on a separate layer,” she explains.
“This feature is helpful because I can adjust the color
palette simply by changing a layer.”
Veronica’s most recent artwork
appears in the children’s book
Too ManyVisitors for One Little
House (BookSurge Publishing,
2009,) and in the Los Angeles Times’
“Kids’ Reading Room.” They can
be seen on her website at www.
veronicawalsh.net. Her manuscript,
All About Animals A to Z, won
special mention for nonfiction
at the SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Day
2009.
A resident of Orange, Veronica
can’t imagine living more than
ten miles from the beach. “It’s a
place filled with beauty and kooky
characters.” At the beach, she
and her husband, Dominic, enjoy
cruising on their bicycles from one hot dog stand to
the next.
Say “hello” to Veronica by e-mail at
veronica@veronicawalsh.net
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News From The Internet

Can You Give Away
Free E-Books and
Still Make Money?
by Narda Lacey Fargotstein
The question of whether giving away free material creates
opportunity or kills sales has
been around since at least the
eighteenth century. In 1701, the
satirical poem The True-Born Englishman, by Daniel Defoe became
a bestseller after the distribution
of 80,000 unauthorized copies.
Defoe actually expressed gratitude to the “pirates” who had sold
his poem, since they had made
him famous. This example and a
discussion of the ongoing debate
are in the article “Internet Book
Piracy Will Drive Authors to Stop
Writing,” http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_entertainment/books/article3648813.ece.

So, “how does one make money
selling free copies?” Kevin Kelly
has an answer in his essay “Better Than Free.” http://www.kk.org/
thetechnium/archives/2008/01/
better_than_fre.php. He discusses

eight “generatives” that make
something better than free. When
“copies are super-abundant,” he
says, “stuff which can’t be copied
becomes scarce and valuable.”
What generates value? His eight
suggestions include:
Immediacy: If an author has a
loyal audience, readers will pay
for early access to upcoming
books.
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Patronage: A small subset of
readers will “tip” authors for
goodwill. An example of this notion is www.ambysoft.com/tipJar.
html, where author Scott Ambler
requests donations for the free
intellectual property he places
online.
Findability: Author Leander
Kahney is giving away two books
free in an experiment to see the
impact on sales, http://nostarch.
com/blog/?p=127. He contends,
“… that publishers (music and
book) are spending too much
time circling the wagons and not
enough time thinking of ways
that they can use technology to
advantage … and logic tells me
that if we increase the visibility of
our titles, we’ll sell more books.”
Well-known children’s author
Cory Doctorow is also giving
away a book, Little Brother, which
can be downloaded free at his
website http://craphound.com/
littlebrother/about/ - freedownload.
On why he gives away his books,
Cory says, “Giving away e-Books
gives me artistic, moral and commercial satisfaction. The commercial question is the one that
comes up most often: how can
you give away free e-Books and
still make money? For me — for
pretty much every writer — the
big problem isn’t piracy, it’s obscurity … . Of all the people who
failed to buy this book today, the
majority did so because they never heard of it, not because someone gave them a free copy … .
I’m more interested in getting
more of that wider audience into
the tent than making sure that everyone who’s in the tent bought a
ticket to be there.”
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Local author Felix Meyerhofer
gives free readings of his books
at www.audiochildrensbooks.com.
His small publisher in Indiana
went bankrupt last year after
they lost every book in a flood.
Felix didn’t want to be disconnected from his readers while he
searched for another publisher, so
he went online.

“For me — for pretty
much every writer —
the big problem isn’t
piracy, it’s obscurity … “
— Cory Doctorow

So if you have been afraid of book
piracy on the Internet, there is
something you should probably
fear even more — obscurity.
Authors mentioned above have
found ways to use the Internet
and the distribution of free online
intellectual property to increase
their visibility and ultimately
sales. Maybe you can too!

Narda Lacey Fargotstein won first
prize in the Picture Book category
at the Orange County Editors’ Day,
2008. She is always looking for new
Internet sites and suggestions for future columns. pfargot@verizon.net
We do our best to provide current
information, but we do not guarantee
its accuracy.The fact that information
is provided at SCBWI websites or in
Kite Tales in no way implies endorsement by SCBWI or SCBWI-LA.
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how to series

Quick & Easy Book Trailers
by Cathe Olson
Book trailers are hot and can help sell your book. On
the popular blog: Shelftalker: A Children’s Bookseller’s Blog,
Elizabeth Bluemie posted that “Embeddable videos can
be placed on bookstore websites and in e-mail blasts
and on Facebook, links can be included in e-newsletters
and in Twitter. I can even imagine turning to a great
book trailer to intrigue a browsing teen if a book talk
isn’t doing the trick.” But what if you don’t have the
expertise or the software to create a trailer? Thanks to
http://animoto.com, you can create a professional-looking
video absolutely FREE! Although the Animoto website
says it takes a couple of minutes to create your 30
second short video, I found it takes about an hour.
Here are some tips that will help the process run
smoothly.

Uploading images for your video.

You need to stop when your time totals about 20
seconds, or the program will arbitrarily cut frames out
of your final video. In this example, I had to stop at 18
seconds. For a book trailer, I recommend ending with
the book cover as that’s the impression you want to
stick in the viewers mind.When you’re finished, click
on DONE.

1 - Get your images ready
Scan your book cover and two to three pictures
from your book. Choose ones that will give the
viewer an idea of what the book is about. Crop your
pictures to eliminate the background so the focus
is on your characters. Make sure your images are in
jpeg or gif formats. I recommend downsizing your
images to between 50 to 100 KB. The quality will
look just as good as the higher resolution but they
will upload much faster.
2 - Create an account on Animoto
Go to http://animoto.com and click on JOIN NOW.
Fill out the required information, and click on
CREATE VIDEO to get started.You’ll get a screen
giving you an option to create an “animoto short” or
a “full-length” video. Select “animoto short.”
3 - Choose your images
Select UPLOAD and choose the image files from your
computer.You can also insert text frames but keep in
mind you can’t write too much. For each text frame,
you get a headline of 22 characters and another smaller
print line of 30 characters.The website states you can
have 10-13 frames in your 30-second video. I’ve only
been able to get six or seven.Text frames seem to take
more time than photo frames, so limit the text to one
or two frames.There is a time counter to help you keep
track of the time you’re using but it’s not very accurate.
Kite Tales
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Choosing your music.

4 - Select your music
While you can upload music from your computer,
you must have permission to use it so unless you
are a musician or have friends who are, it’s easiest
to use the music offered by Animoto. There are
several categories to choose from like pop, hiphop, classical, etc. and you can play each selection
to hear what it sounds like. While some songs
are not appropriate for children’s books, I’ve
found that musical introductions generally last
30 seconds — long enough to play for your video
before any lyrics. There are some instrumental songs
as well. When you’ve made your selection, click on
SAVE & CONTINUE.
(continued next page)
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Entering information on your video.

5 - Finalize the video
You cannot change video length and image pacing for
the free 30-second videos. Select the image you want
used as your video cover screen — I recommend your
book cover. Select CONTINUE, and type in the title
of your video (your book title) and add additional
information about the book — the author, illustrator,
etc. Click on CREATE VIDEO. It takes about five
minutes. Animoto will send you an e-mail when the
video is ready.

Make sure everyone sees your trailer — embed it in your blog.

7 - Share the video
Animoto gives you several options for sharing your
video. Click on the VIDEO TOOLBOX option on
the bottom right of the page where you viewed
your video. Select SHARE to e-mail it or put it
onto Facebook, Twitter, or MySpace. To get code
to embed the video onto your blog or website,
select the EMBED option.You can even EXPORT
to YouTube. Animoto says the quality may not be as
good, but I haven’t noticed any difference.

Share your book trailer by announcing it on Twitter.
View of finalized trailer for the book Why am I Dark?

6 - View the video.
If you like it, go on to the next step, otherwise click
on VIDEO TOOLBOX at the bottom right of the
page and select EDIT. Make the changes you want.
Note that every time you edit the video, Animoto
resets the cover image to the first frame so you have
to reselect if you are using a different frame for your
cover image.
Kite Tales
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To see what you can do, view the book trailer of
Destry Ramey’s new book Why am I Dark? at http://
pugadventureseries.com/blog/?page_id=27.
Cathe Olson is the author of the new non-dairy ice cream
cookbook: Lick It! Cream Dreamy Vegan Ice Cream
Your Mouth Will Love, as well as Simply Natural Baby
Food and The Vegetarian Mother’s Cookbook. She is
currently working on a vegan cookbook for children. www.
simplynaturalbooks.com, http://catheolson.blogspot.com
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BOOK REVIEW

Award-Winning Author & Seasoned Instructor
Offers Readers a Step-by-Step Guide
by Caroline Hatton
Ever dreamed of publishing a
picture book? If so, this handson guide is a gift to you from
Ann Whitford Paul (www.
annwhitfordpaul.net), award-winning
picture book author, poet, and
seasoned instructor in the UCLA
Extension Writers’ Program.

Writing Picture Books —
A Hands-On Guide from
Story Creation
to Publication
by Ann Whitford Paul
Writer’s Digest Books, 2009

Writing Picture Books begins with
advice for you “Before You Write
Your Story.” The next part,
“Early Story Decisions,” includes
chapters about great storytelling
and creating compelling
characters. “Structure of Your
Story” includes a chapter about
creating a fabulous first line.
“Language of Your Story” covers
poetry and much more. “Tying
Together Story Loose Ends” has
chapters about great titles, and
why and how to make a dummy,
and in “After Your Story is Done,”
one chapter, the last of 21, is
about selling your manuscript.
The book sparkles with a wealth
of examples from published
picture books and entertaining
anecdotes. The format, with
frequent headers breaking up the
text, makes it easy to absorb the
rich substance and refer back to
the main concepts.
Paul takes readers, especially
newbies, by the hand and
step-by-step down the road to
creating, revising, and submitting
a publishable picture book
manuscript. If you are studious
about doing the quizzes and
exercises in order to develop a
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Paul’s teaching
experience shines
through her clear
explanations and
encouraging voice.
working knowledge of key points
or to refresh specific skills, you
will have the pleasure of making
this book a part of your life
for some time. Paul’s teaching
experience shines through
her clear explanations and
encouraging voice.
Writing Picture Books is
• a course you can take at your
own pace
• a roadmap you can use to
create picture book after
picture book
• a checklist to polish every
layer and facet of your work
• a reference on fine points of
the craft, especially poetry
• a great value for picture book
writers who are serious about
their professional growth.
FOOTNOTE
Paul was not given the opportunity to
correct the book before it was printed.
The missing bibliography can be
found at her website page,
www.annwhitfordpaul.net/
documents/Picture%20Books%20
Bibliography.pdf, and the answers

to problems in the story,“Sammy
Skunk Saves the Day,” at www.

annwhitfordpaul.net/documents/
Sammy%20the%20Skunk.pdf.
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From the Blog of a Children’s Book Editor

Definitions for the Perplexed
by Editorial Anonymous

Galleys are printed out for routing among the
publisher’s staff on the designers’ office printer. The
color is not great. There are typos. The designer has
forgotten to add the author’s bio on the back flap.
The copyeditor hasn’t gotten her hands on it yet. Etc.

Reprinted with permission from

http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com.

Galleys
Once upon a time, printers used printing presses
that really pressed a sheet of paper against
rows of inked type. (If you have no idea
what I’m talking about, google it.) The
individually-cast letters of the alphabet,
made out of lead, were carefully set in
rows to make the words and sentences
and paragraphs that would be printed.

Now we reach a crossroads.
The editorial, design, and production
team will continue on with three or four
rounds of galleys to gradually fix all the
errors, omissions, and disagreements
before sending the book to the printer.
The marketing team, though, will
grab the very first layouts — if it is a
novel — and whisk it off to a printer to
produce ARCs (advance reading copies).

These rows of loose type were arranged
in a wide, shallow, wooden box called a
galley, after the wide, flat sailing vessels.
It is from this antique way of printing that we inherit
several terms, galley among them. (Also leading, the
space between lines of type, and kerning, the space
between letters.)
Nowadays when we say galley we mean the first
earnest effort (i.e. not the cast-off) of the designer
to lay out the text and illustration of a book.

Next time on Definitions for the Perplexed — ARCs.
From Editorial Anonymous:“If you have questions, e-mail
them to editorialanonymous@hotmail.com, and I’ll try to
answer them. But seriously, don’t try to query me or submit
to me. I’m anonymous. If you submit to me or query me at
this e-mail address, I will use your letter/submission on the
blog. Be warned.”

Ad costs are for one calendar year
(4 issues) as follows:

To place an ad in Kite Tales:
Contact Bonnie Ferron at
bonnieferron@earthlink.net

•

Business-card size:
3.5”w x 2”h = $30

•

Ads must be submitted in pdf or jpg format.

•

1/4 page: 3.5”w x 3.75”h = $60

•

300 dpi preferred, black & white or color O.K.

•

1/2 page: 7”w x 3.75”h = $90

•

Link to your website at no extra charge.

•

Full page: 7”w x 8”h = $120

Make checks payable to: SCBWI-L.A.
Mail to: Kite Tales c/o SCBWI, P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA 91308

Kite Tales
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SCBWI International Summer Conference 2009 Report
From a First-Timer — Writer

Make time for coffee downstairs, drinks
upstairs — precious moments to relax and connect.

Early Friday, I’m headed to the SCBWI Summer
Conference. Butterflies are dancing a flamenco.
Have I done enough homework? Will I make a good
impression? Have I chosen the right workshops? Will
there be snacks?

Dress up for the ball and dance yourself silly.You won’t
forget it. (Rest assured, your friends won’t let you!)

by Elizabeth Byrd

The conference — test of endurance, wills, mortal
strength. First night felt like I’d been beaten with
a knobby stick. It was wonderful. My friends and I
laughed, cried, and learned. Kind faculty members
didn’t mind passing time with newcomers. Paula
Yoo of Team Blog let us join in her NaPiBoWriWee
shenanigans.
Takeaways? If you see food? Eat it. Water? Drink
it. Bring a parka — the building is penguinfriendly. Don’t be afraid to commandeer the men’s
restroom — it’s a team-building experience!
Do your homework — read something from or
about every faculty member. Be sure to greet the
amazing faculty, but no stalking. Choose workshops
in advance. Attend every presentation. Listen to
every word — wisdom abounds.

Photo by Erin Dealey, co-RA CA North/Central

Bring friends — cover more ground. Make
friends — such great people. Bring cash — the
bookstore is dangerous. Bring phone with
Internet — need background before your
manuscript consultation? Check! Read Team Blog.

Finally, if you’ve survived — worn, weary, head
spinning — go home inspired, ready to work, and
sign up for next time!
(Thanks to the Westside Writers Schmooze Cocoordinators, Lee Wind and Rita Crayon Huang, and
Esther Hershenhorn for their life-saving tips!)
From a First-Timer — Illustrator

by Shara Braithwaite

What an amazing experience I had at the SCBWI
conference in L.A. Going for my first time, I wanted
to soak up all it had to offer. I had all the workshops
picked out, portfolio in hand, and a pen and paper
ready to take notes.
Each day was filled with inspiring speakers and
workshops. I joined critique groups at night and did
not get to bed until almost midnight. Saturday was
the anticipated portfolio show. I entered with high
hopes only to realize there are some talented artists
out there — that humbled me.
Then off to the Blue Moon Ball. What a treat to
mingle amongst so many creative and joyful people.
They had some great costumes and many partied
until 3 a.m.
Sunday was the Golden Kite Luncheon and even
though I did not win the grand prize of a trip to
New York, I did win the portfolio mentor program!
I enjoyed lunch with some amazing people as we
talked about our future in art, what our strengths
are, and what they think we can improve on.

Critique pals have a blast at the Blue Moon Ball. (L-R) Hannah RuthWilde,
AniWard, Paula Mayerson, Julia Collard,TaliaWabnig, Elizabeth Byrd.
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I did not leave Monday until I got all my books
signed; I was star-struck. I went to the conference
knowing one person and ended up with many
potentially lifelong friends and I’m looking forward
to the next time.
(continued next page)
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From a Veteran

by Nancy O’Connor

This was my fifth summer conference, and every year
my enjoyment has grown. From incidental things like
actually having an idea where the hotel is, to big things
like knowing the best place for lunch — experience
counts. It was wonderful to see familiar faces, both in
the crowd and on stage — critique group colleagues,
that new friend met by chance last summer, that agent
I heard at a regional conference, or that author I knew
would touch my heart again when he spoke. I realize
now that this is my family, and for the weekend, it felt
as if I’d come home.
This year I chose different workshops — fewer
on craft and more on marketing. I brought lots
of business cards, and I’m no longer shy about
introducing myself. But the biggest change in my
perspective was how I viewed my critique. Some
writers may actually make deals in the critique
room, but the likelihood of an editor leaping to
his feet shouting, “This is the manuscript I’ve been
looking for, and I’m going to make you a star,” is
very slim. I now appreciate how valuable it is just
to make face-to-face contact with these individuals,
listen to their astute advice, and ask the questions
I’ve been dying to ask. I’m no longer sick-to-mystomach nervous, and I’m not as wounded by
criticism as I once was. I see it as the incredible
learning opportunity it is.

I realize now that this is my family,
and for the weekend, it felt
as if I’d come home.
But in one respect, this year was no different
than the others. I returned home feeling by turns
humbled by the talent I witnessed at the conference,
encouraged by the advice so freely given by the
editors, agents, and authors (Karen Cushman said
she’d email me some suggestions for research on my
historical novel), and terrified by the responsibility
of it all. And as always, I am hopeful this will be the
year when I will find exactly the right words to tell
these truths I need to tell.
Kite Tales
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Confessions of an Old-Timer

Author Matt De La Pena

Editor Krista Marino

From a Masterclass Attendee

by Rilla Jaggia, www.rillajaggia.com

Masterclass Mania
Last year, as if the SCBWI Summer Conference
wasn’t already crammed full of goodies, too many to
partake of by any one attendee, they introduced the
most sinful delight of them all — the Masterclass!
Sadly, that’s what SCBWI specializes in — showering
writers and illustrators with so many opportunities
to learn craft and business from inspiring authors,
celebrated editors, and successful agents that there
is nowhere to hide, no place to cower whimpering
“but … but … no one showed me how.”
So, I was delighted to see that this year SCBWI was
at it again — offering a CHOICE of masterclasses:
with Newbery Award-winning author Linda Sue
Park — “Scene Building;” with acclaimed editor
Krista Marino — “Finding Your YA Voice.”
Some things I’ve learned through braving two years
of masterclasses:
• You need to sign-up the nanosecond registration
goes live.
• There’s homework — before August, Krista sent
us assignments; during the conference we had
more, including revision of our manuscripts.
• Expect the unexpected — Krista invited two
authors we studied to the class; one sang for us!
• You make lasting friendships.
• These classes are unique opportunities, not to
be missed.
Thank you Krista, Matt, Fred, and everyone at
SCBWI who makes masterclasses possible!
(continued next page)
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…summer conference report
DAY ONE: During the March of the Faculty
everyone said an inspiring word. Dan Santat, Arthur
Levine, and I said, “Joint.” “Collaborative.” “Process.”
(Arthur and I thought it would be funny to have
Dan say “joint” and then leave him hanging, but then
decided that would be mean.)

Photo by Rilla Jaggia

DAY TWO: Continued having a blast attending
workshops. Sometimes I show up at ones my friends
are giving, just to make them nervous. They do the
same for me.
DAY THREE: Writers House and agent Steve Malk
threw a chic invite-only bash at CAA, the talent
agency. Button-sized grilled cheese sandwiches and
whoopie pies were on the menu.
Author LisaYee and Illustrator Dan Santat who has graciously provided his
caricatures for three consecutive Kite Tales issues. www.dantat.com

From a Faculty Member

by Lisa Yee

At the autograph party, I signed next to keynoter
Dan Yaccarino. He had a looong line, plus he drew
pictures. Illustrators always do that to show off and
to make authors look like slackers.

www.lisayee.com

Illustration by Dan Santat

DAY FOUR: Panel with Linda Sue Park and Arthur
Levine (who sat in for Sid Fleischman) on writing
for different genres/ages. It was controlled chaos!

Here & There with
Lisa & Peepy . . .
DAY MINUS-ONE: At the
pre-conference faculty dinner,
it was so fun seeing friends
and forcing them to take
photos with Peepy, my muse.

After the conference, the faculty boarded two big
buses to an undisclosed location to swap stories and
eat too much. (I tried to act cool, but was secretly
spazzing out because I got to sit at the grown-up
table.)

Writing Connections

Writer’s Ink
Judith Ross Enderle & Stephanie Jacob Gordon
CRITIQUE BY MAIL
www.writersinkville.com
$5.00 per page, minimum charge $60.00
Second critique of same manuscript half price
judink@aol.com
“We can’t guarantee a sale,
we can guarantee a tighter manuscript.”
Writing Connections Disclaimer: KITE TALES accepts members’ ads for writing and illustrating businesses and activities. An ad in Kite Tales does not imply
endorsement by SCBWI, and members are reminded to request additional information from advertisers. We retain the right to refuse and to suspend ads.
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Volunteer in
the Spotlight:
Marcelle Greene

I didn’t know exactly what a
paratrooper was, then — just
that it sounded exciting and I
wanted excitement to feed my
life as a writer.* Years later, when
mom told me about this phone
call, I looked up “paratrooper”
in the dictionary and found out
it requires jumping out of an
airplane into a war zone.
Trying to make a living as a
writer seemed just as scary.
How would I pay my bills?
What if I couldn’t get an agent?
Who would publish me? So
after completing a master’s
degree in professional writing,
I put away the childhood dream
and took a job in marketing.
(Actually, a degree in fiction is
good preparation for a career in
marketing.)

“Hello. May I speak with the
mother of Marcelle Greene?”
“Speaking.”
“I’m calling for the sixth-grade
yearbook committee.There’s some
concern about what your daughter’s
written for her career goals.”
“A dictator?”
“She says:‘Marcelle Greene wants
to be a paratrooper and in her free
time, to write and illustrate children’s
books.’”
“If that’s what she wrote, that’s what
you should print.”
(Thanks for the support, Mom.)

Whenever the writing dream
resurfaced, I pushed it away —
beat it back with a heavy stick.
I did that for fifteen years. And
then two years ago I had the
opportunity to stop working. And
my first thought was: Now I can
write!
I started writing middle-grade
stories and learning about
the profession. This led me to
SCBWI and within a month
of joining, I saw an ad for a
volunteer to layout Kite Tales.
“Volunteer,” the voice of
Ambition whispered to me.
“No! It will take too much
time. And maybe I’m not good
enough?”

“It will force you to meet people
so that when you go to events
you don’t have to hide in a corner
behind a book.”
Being a volunteer has taken some
of the fear out of attending events.
It helps to know people’s names
and have a task to perform. And
being a member of SCBWI has
taken a lot of fear out of the career
of writing.Thanks to SCBWI,
I have opportunities to put my
writing into the hands of editors
and agents. All I need to focus
on is crafting a great story. And
remembering to enjoy the process
and not worry about the result.
This is my sixth issue of Kite
Tales.With every issue, there’s
excitement — What will I learn?
What amazing illustrations will I work
with? And there’s fear — What if I
can’t get the stupid links to work?What
if the file size isn’t small enough for
the website?What if someone asks me
to write about myself in theVolunteer
Spotlight?
But the opposite of fear is faith,
and each time I face fear, my faith
grows a little stronger.
Hey, Edie and Claudia — If you
need someone to jump out of
an airplane to distribute SCBWI
leaflets in a war zone — I may
just be your gal!
Marcelle Greene has published
articles in local newspapers and
magazines, and written a number
of riveting business proposals. Her
passions include reading, traveling,
and her nephew and nieces.

*I have pursued excitement as a strategy — camping in the African bush, fishing for pirahna in the Amazon, giving an
elephant a bath in India — all of which figure in my “humorous adventure” work-in-progress. My photo above was taken in
the garden of a French country house. Ask me about the snakes in the kitchen. marcelle@greenepen.com
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Toot Your Horn
Got a New Book
Coming Out?
Tell your publisher’s publicity
person which state awards it’s
eligible for. Go to the Central Los
Angeles Public Library downtown,
to the Children’s Literature
department. Ask the librarian to
help you pull up “Awards & Prizes
from the Children’s Book Council.”
The Library will maintain the
subscription only if it’s used. It’s
the only resource of its kind!
To look up each state award
individually, you would have to
know the name of the award or
sponsoring agency.

Toot Your Horn
in Kite Tales!
Twice a year, Kite Tales lists new
books written or illustrated by
members for the benefit of
booksellers and librarians.
Send us:
Title by author, illustrator
Ages ? and up
Genre and publisher
Author or book website
Is author SCBWI member?
Is illustrator SCBWI member?
Sorry, no self-published,
print-on-demand or
subsidy/vanity press books.
E-mail to:
bonnieferron@earthlink.net

or mail to KITE Tales
c/o SCBWI, P.O. Box 4190,
West Hills, CA 92308

Cathy June Arneson,
illustrator, and Angela RussAyon, author, We Eat Food That’s
Fresh!, picture book with song/
music & read along CD, ages 4-8,
Our Rainbow Press,
ISBN 978-1-934214-06-0.
www.cathyjune.com

Sheryl Ann Crawford, Easy-toRead Science Plays:The Human Body,
nonfiction picture book, grades
1-2, Scholastic Professional
Books, release date: November
2009, ISBN - 0545154308.
http://sherylcrawford.blogspot.com

Denise Doyen, Once Upon a
Twice, illustrated by Barry Moser,
picture book, Random House
BFYR, ISBN 978-0-375-85612-9.
Barbara Jean Hicks, Monsters
Don’t Eat Broccoli, illustrated
by Sue Hendra, picture book,
Knopf, ISBN 978-0-375-85686-0.
http://tinyurl.com/kjmbmd

Michelle Markel, Tyrannosaurus
Math, illustrated by Doug
Cushman, ages 6-9, Tricycle
Press. www.michellemarkel.com
Sherry Shahan, FIESTA! A
Celebration of Latino Festivals,
nonfiction picture book, ages 5
and up, August House,
ISBN 978-0-87483-861-9.
Elizabeth Spurr, A Scratch and
Sniff Halloween, illustrated by
Maggie Swanson,
picture book, ages 2-6,
Sterling Publishing,
ISBN 978-1-4027-6067-9.

Deadline: Jan. 15, 2010
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Critique Connections Online

!
e
e
Fr

Longing for a critique group? Why not join Critique Connections Online to find a buddy or two? It’s easy and
open to SCBWI members who reside in the Tri-Regions. It is not an online critique group or a manuscript
exchange, but a way to link up with like-minded writers and/or illustrators. Best of all, it’s free!
Below is a sample from the ever-changing list that you will find at Critique Connections Online. To access the
contact information or to start your own group, join by e-mailing your request to
critiqueconnect@yahoo.com. Questions also can be sent to the same e-mail address.
Once you’ve joined the Yahoo group, you will be asked to provide information about yourself for a database
and also in an introductory e-mail. Others in the group can then connect directly with you or you with them.
Edith Cohn, Critique Connections Online Coordinator,

critiqueconnect@yahoo.com
http://edithcohn.com

Name		

Location		

Start/Join

Writers

Online or Face-to-Face

Genres

			

Julie		

LA			

Either		

Face to Face			

PB

Ian		

Pasadena		

Either		

Face to Face			

MG

Sheri		

Long Beach		

Either		

Face to Face			

YA

Jen		

Newport Beach

Join		

Face to Face			

MG

Tim		

Larchmont		

Either		

Either				

YA

Barry		

Santa Monica		

Start		

Face to Face			

YA

Jessica		

West Hollywood

Either		

Either				

PB

Angelique

Malibu			

Either		

Either				

YA/MG

Mora		

Glendale		

Either		

Either				

PB

Monica

Santa Monica		

Either		

Either				

PB

Connie		

West LA		

Join		

Face to Face			

PB

Denise		

Thousand Oaks

Either		

Either				

PB

Susan		

Sherman Oaks

Join		

Either				

MG/PB

Mary		

LA			

Join		

Either				

MG

Writer/Illustrators				
Ingrid		

Sherman Oaks

Join		

Either 				

YA/ PB

Bonnie		

Agoura Hills		

Either		

Either				

YA/ PB/GN

*PB: picture books; MG: middle grade; YA: young adult; GN: graphic novels
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photo gallery

Roundup of the SCBWI-L.A.’s 2009 Working Writer’s Retreat

AuthorValerie Hobbs spoke about making characters come to
life. She says you have to not only ask who is telling the
story, but why that character needs to tell it. Some of her
award-winning books include Anything But Ordinary,
Defiance and How Far Would You Have Gotten If I
Hadn’t Called You Back? www.valeriehobbs.com

Publisher Arthur Levine (Scholastic/
Arthur A. Levine Books) puts perspective
on the publishing industry.There’s a
positive in everything, he says. Above all,
remember that great stories always rise to
the top.When he first published Harry
Potter the industry was saying it couldn’t
sell hardcover and that fantasy was dead.
www.arthuralevinebooks.com

Writer LoriWalker receives feedback
during a critique session with Arthur
Levine. All participants had about 15
minutes to read from a work-in-progress
and to discuss the work with group
moderators and participants. Levine said
afterward that he was impressed with the
professionalism of SCBWI’s members and
also commented on the unique opportunity to hear works read in the author’s
voice. Participants in turn were impressed
by Levine’s sense of humor, accessibility,
and sharp insights.We know of at least
one writer whom he approached after a
session to request a full manuscript.

Kite Tales

Associate Editor Martha Mihalick
(Greenwillow Books/HarperCollins)
talks about revision as a “conversation.” Citing from Emily Post on the
etiquette of conversation, she
emphasizes listening.“Make the
changes you agree with first,” she says,
and be willing to try suggestions
before deciding they don’t work.
During her critique sessions, Martha
demonstrated her ability to hone in
on and articulate exactly what a
writer could do to improve a work in
progress. www.harpercollins.com/

Member Michael Thompson, all the
way from New Mexico, looks for great
deals amongst the $2 paperbacks and
$5 hardcovers at the book sale.

imprints/index.px?imprintid=517996

Captions by Marcelle Greene
Photos by Rilla Jaggia
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Author Judy Enderle (left), co-coordinator of the event,
moderates a critique session with Sara Easterly, a co-RA
fromWashington state, and Jean Castaing.
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L.A.’s Wonderfully Creative
(and Wonderful)
Children’s Illustrators

PLEASE NOTE


SCBWI official contest link
goes live in December:
www.scbwisocal.org/events/
la_scholarship_contest.html

Annual Scholarship Contest for 2010
The winner will receive FREE tuition
to the 2010 Summer Conference
or 2011 Winter Conference.
The contest will be launched on December
1, 2009, with submissions postmarked by
February 12, 2010. This year’s theme and all
the details will be posted in the next issue
of Kite Tales, and mailed to all L.A. member
illustrators.
We hope you’ll get your brushes, paints, and
pens ready, and plan some winning creative
time between December 1, 2009, and
February 12, 2010.

Announcing the
Sue Alexander
Scholarship Contest!
In loving memory of an irrepressible,
untiring force of nature, a true
champion of children’s literature. This
contest will be for picture book text
only. The winner will receive tuition
to the 2010 Working Writer’s Retreat!
Further details will be announced
later at www.scbwisocal.org and in
the next issue of Kite Tales.
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